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Notes:

Center Discussion Papers are preliminary materials circulated to
stimulate discussion and critical comment. References in publi
cations to Discussion Papers should be cleared with the author to
protect the tentative character of these papers.
This paper was prepared for a Research Workshop on Rural-Urban
Labor Market Interactions, World Bank, Washington, D.C., February
1976, and discussed at a conference on Household Economics, spon
sored by the Agricultural Development Council, Singapore, August
1976. I acknowledge with pleasure the valuable comments on an
earlier draft of this paper from Gary s. Fields, Mark Leiserson,
Michael Lipton, T. W. Schultz and members of the Yale University
Labor and Population Workshop. I have benefitted from the able
research aid of Michele Foot.

INTRODUCTION
Differences in labor earnings among individuals may indicate dif
ferences in skills, experience, and other productive traits.

These

differentials provide incentive to substitute in production lower paid
skills for higher paid ones, and motivate individuals to acquire the
higher paid skills.

Differences in labor earnings among regions (and

sectors) of an economy provide analogous incentive to modify the location
of production to obtain lower cost labor, and conversely motivate workers
to move where their skills are more highly valued.

Migration, therefore,

is commonly viewed as primarily a response to differential earnings
opportunities in spatially distinct labor markets.

Needless to add,

much migration has occurred and will continue to take place for other,
noneconomic, reasons, among which political, religious and other ideological motives have held sway at various times and places. *
From an economic paint of view, general equilibrium models of
interregional factor allocation have not yet been applied with noted sue-

*Migration

has not only been analyzed as a long-term human capital
investment (Sjaastad, 1962), it has also been interpreted as a selective
response of more energetic and adaptable individuals to the changing
distribution of economic activity (Kuznets, 1964), and as the summation
of presumably asymmetric "push and pull" factors associated with the in
dividual and his environment (Lee, 1966). Yet all of these approaches
posit an individual moving to where his future appears most attractive,
or more formally, and tautologically, to where he maximizes the present
(discounted) value of future streams of benefits minus costs (opportunity,
direct and psychic), subject to his limited knowledge of the world and his
preferences. Consumption benefits would also matter, not only in terms of
the amenities of the environment but also the actual consumption effects of
migration itself. Clearly upon retirement from the labor force, locational
choice is likely to emphasize such environmental amenities and relative
prices, and deemphasize labor market opportunities. Migration for retire
ment purposes must be relatively unimportant in developing countries
given their age composition and income level.
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cess to account for internal migration.

Little progress has been made

in distinguishing between the determinants of interregional derived de
mands for labor and labor supply responses of potential migrants.

There-

fore, I shall adopt a static, partial equilibrium approach to interpret
ing migration that, unfortunately, neglects the determinants of derived
demand for labor, and interactions over time between interregional de
mands and supplies of labor.

In this regard, the current framework for

the study of migration is comparable to that used in much of the human
capital and labor supply literature that treats individual behavior as
a response to predetermined wage differentials, relative prices, and
nonearned income.
The object of estimating a migration model is to learn what factors
tend to influence individuals in their response to interregional dif
ferences in employment opportunities for persons with their bundle of
skills.

For example, the allocation of labor among regions may not be

inefficient simply because the average level of wages in

a

region exceed

that in another region unless of course the skills represented in the
labor force in the two regions are comparable.

Even in this extreme

case, the relative distribution of labor earnings by skill group may
differ across regions, and one skill group could be motivated to move in
one direction and another skill group in another.

Differences in ag

gregate wage or employment levels are difficult to interpret from the
viewpoint of understanding migration or judging the efficiency of labor
allocation in an economy.

Disaggregation of the labor force into more

homogeneous groups, according to skill classes that are relatively
fixed for the individual, is an important step toward measuring labor
market motivations for migration.

The need for disaggregation may be
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even more obvious in the study of internal migration in low income
countries, in which it is widely assumed that differences in wages be
tween regions and sectors signal serious, institutionally maintained,
factor market distortions that may differ across skill groups.
Debate regarding development policy, and in particular the choice
of appropriate means for expanding production and employment in rural
and urban areas often turns on the assumed nature and relations among
regional and sectoral labor markets.

If wages are determined across

both sectors by a rural subsistence wage in excess of tabor's marginal
product in agriculture, expansion of the urban sector is desirable at
least until the "unlimited supplies" of rural labor are absorbed (Lewis,
1954; Fei and Ranis, 1961).

If urban wages are institutionally main

tained in excess of their market equilibrium level, migration to the
urban areas may be regulated by urban unemployment that must perform the
function of a market clearing "price" between sectors (Todaro, 1969;
Harris and Todaro, 1970).

If this model of labor markets accounts for

urban/rural wage and unemployment differentials, then it may be more
productive socially to expand employment opportunities in the rural
sector, and thereby alleviate the urban unemployment problem.

Finally,

the competitive neoclassical two sector growth model would predict
regional differentials in employment and wage conditions to emerge only
to the extent needed to induce the level and composition of migration
required by regional trends in demand and the location of natural re
sources.

In this case, expansion of employment in either sector is

desirable according to the level of local returns on the related invest
ments.

A disaggregated description of migration, the measurement of

skill-specific wage and employment differences among regions, and the
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estimation of migration response functions, should all provide information
useful for discriminat ing among these alternative models of intersector al
development , and hence in choosing among their prescription s for devel
opment strategy.
Research on labor markets in low income countries has only recently
begun to apply the human capital framework to analyze survey and census
data.

The structure of wages and employment by age, sex, and educational

attainment is available from anly a handful of countries.

These labor

market data are fundamental building blocks for the analysis here of the
determinant s of migration, but also they are essential for investigatio ns
into the incidence and distribution of factor market distortions , the
nature of unemploymen t, and the personal distributio n of income.

This

paper has an elementary operational orientation ; it consists of a col
lection of notes on conceptual, empirical, and statistical problems
associated with the study of the responsiven ess of migration to economic,
social, and demographic conditioning variables.
By restricting myself to micro determinant s of migration, I do not

touch on the social repercussion s of migration, and only briefly refer
to general equilibrium models of migration and development .

Consequentl y,

I do not address the important but neglected task of measuring the elusive
social externaliti es commonly attributed to rapid internal migration in
low income countries.
The paper is ordered in the following manner.

Section II explores

bases for disaggregat ion in the study of labor markets and migration.
The measurement of migration and its determinant s is discussed in
Section III, with the object of specifying variables that will clarify
economic issues and avoid later estimation problems.

A statistical
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framework is developed in Section IV that lends itself to testing a
variety of economic hypotheses with better

statistical techniques than

are comm.on in the field.

II.

DIFFERENCES IN INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTIVITY: METHODS OF STANDARDIZATION
Empirical study of migration frequently postulates an individual

probability function for migration and estimates its parameters, oc
casionally from individual data on migrants and nonmigrants, or usually
from aggregate data on the occurrence of gross origin to destination
migration.

Yet at the aggregate level, migration is important as a

net reallocator of labor that presumably enhances factor productivity
and reduces the disparity in rewards to comparable factors of production
(Kuznets 1964, 1971).

It remains unclear whether obtaining a satis

factory explanation of the micro determinants of gross migration will
provide the most useful information for considering policy that seeks to
cope with net migration; but my presumption is that it ultimately will
(Theil, 1954; Grunfeld and Griliches, 1960).

At least by focusing on

gross migration or the indiv1dual probability of migration one starts
with a coherent rationale for applying a reasonably well developed set
of concepts regarding the determinants of household demand and investment
in human capital to an important economic and social phenomenon (T.W.Schultz,

1961, 1972) .
The study of migration has relied heavily on aggregate statistics;
little empirical evidence has yet been derived from survey information
on individuals, matching origin and destination characteristics, even
though these individual data sources have recently been productively
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exploited in estimating parameters to migration probability functions
in low income countries (Hay, 1974, Barnum and Sabot, 1975).

In this

section, I first explore the requirements for aggregate data, stressing
criteria for stratification to obtain relatively homogeneous components
of the labor force.

Second, I outline an approach to individual in

formation on migration and interrelations among labor markets that
relies upon indirect estimation of regional wage and employment func
tions that are imbedded in the migration function.

Aggregate Statistics on Migration
Gross migration rates are typically obtained from a single cross
sectional survey or census that reports current residence of the res
pondent in conjection with residence in a specified earlier time period
(e.g. five years ago).

The number moving from each location to another

specific location is expressed as a fraction of all those residing in
the origin location in the earlier time period.

Often such gross flows

are only available from birthplace to current residence, but it may be
comforting that in India and Venezuela the one-year and lifetime gross
migration rates were highly correlated, and indeed they implied similar
response elasticities when used to estimate gravity migration functions.
(Levy and Wadycki, 1972a, Greenwood 1971a).
A net migration rate is an aggregate concept, or as Sidney Goldstein
put it, there is no such thing as a "net migrant."

Where population

registries exist, or a complete matrix of gross migration flows are at
hand, net flows can be calculated.

The convention is to use the initial

population of the region as the denominator for the net flow to arrive
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Where all gross migration flows are not known,

at a net migration rate.

regional age and sex tabulations from two censuses may be compared, and
cohort differences not explained by age and sex specific mortality rates
can be residually attributed to net migration.

For reasons stated above,

I shall deal here only with regularities in and interpretations of the
causes of gross migration.

A strong association between age and migration is universally noted;
gross migration occurs more frequently among youth at the start of their
economically independent lifetime than it does at progressively later
ages. * The economist has rationalized this age pattern of migration
rates in terms of the higher reward for migration while young, when the
present discounted value of income increments in the destination is
maximized (Sjaastad, 1962).

But a few calculations would suggest that

ten fewer years to retirement might not fully accollllt for the many fold
decrease in migration rates often observed among men between the age of
20 and the age of 30. **

As with explaining the life cycle decline in

*After retirement, labor market production attributes of a location
are largely displaced by consumption attributes, contributing to a second
post retirement wave of migration in some, generally affluent, societies.
Here I am primarily concerned with the regional reallocation of labor up
to the retirement age.
**Assume, for example, that a person enjoyed a constant certain dollar
premium on his annual wage by migrating. With a 5 percent discount rate,
these potential income streams would have a present value of about $16.40
if retirement were 35 years off, and $17.80 if 45 years off. If a nine per
cent differential explained a 50 percent reduction in migration rates be
tween age 20 and 30, then a similar degree of responsiveness would be ex
pected for migration between alternative destinations that exhibited nine
percent differences in wage-employment opportunities. Such interregional
responsiveness of migration is uncommon.
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the share of own time invested in human capital (Ben Porath, 196 7),
there would seem to be an important, if difficult to document, role for
rising cost in this age-migration pattern which might be called location
specific capital losses.

Opportunity, direct and psychic costs are

all likely to increase with age as vocationally specific experience
and goods will become less readily transferred, and familial obliga
tions and ancillary social relationships become less readily ruptured.
Clearly all of these factors are modified by the ease of initial and
return migration in a particular setting.
A cohort selectivity effect may also help to account for the pro
nounced concentration of migration among youth.

Assuming that relevant

attributes are distributed across a regional birth cohort, those for whom
the expected returns from migration are highest and for whom the risks
and challenges of migration are preferred will be the first to migrate
as a viable opportunity arises, typically after leaving school.

Sub

sequently, migrants are being drawn from a residual population of sel
ectively changing character.

It is hard to imagine migration across

ages in a cross section, or over time in a cohort, as being generated by
a constant stochastic process operating on a population of aging but
otherwise unchanging composition.
in empirical work on migration.

Yet this assumption is often implicit
Heckman and Willis (1976) have explored

this problem for the study of reproduction, but it has not yet been
adapted to the analysis of longitudinal information on migration, except
in the mechanical short run prediction models where current migratory
behavior is explained by past duration of residence.
understanding of migration

Many gaps in our

may be concealed by the use of convenient

cross sectional data by age, where longitudinal information on individuals
and cohorts is called for.

A seemingly neglected objective in migration
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research is to develop satisfac tory stochas tic specific ations of long
itudina l migratio n models that can be estimate d from time series.

Pro

gress along these lines could represen t a major improvem ent over cross
section al analyses where differen ces across age groups at one point in
time are assumed to measure differen ces cohorts expect to experien ce as
they age.

Sex
Differen ces in migr_atio n rates between men and women are more
varied across regions, countrie s, cultures and periods, as are the roles
and relative economic opportu nities of the sexes in contrac ting and ex
panding sectors of the economy.

Men appear to predomi nate in the rural

to urban migratio n documen ted thus far in Africa, India and Islamic
countri es, whereas women have on the whole led the exodus from agri
culture in Northwe stern Europe, areas of European Settleme nt, and Latin
America .

Given the variatio n in migratio n rates by age and sex, both

are accepted bases for stratifi cation in the demogra phic study of migra
tion, where an objectiv e is to discove r beneath the diversit y in overall
migratio n rates greater constanc y in compone nt rates.

Since life cycle

differen ces in market wages of men and women are substan tial, stratifi ca
tion by age and sex should also advance the economi sts desire to obtain
more homogen eous groups, from the point of view of the present values of
future labor market earnings .
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Schooling
Within age and sex groups there remain substantial differences in
life cycle earnings associated with schooling.

It has been argued that

these educational differences in wage rates arise from a combination of
causes; statically, schooling is a useful proxy for productive skills
that augment "efficiency units" of labor that a worker brings to a given
task; dynamically , schooling reflects an "allocative efficiency" of the
worker to deal with a changing productive environment (Welch, 1967;
T. W. Schultz, 1975).

Without repeating Welch's reasoning, it would seem

to follow that if schooling affected allocative efficiency within a firm
or a job, it should also exert a parallel effect on worker mobility and
ability to decipher and efficiently respond by job search and migration
to changing interregion al and interfirm job opportuniti es.
A growing body of evidence from a variety of sources confirms this
expectation s that the better educated migrate more frequently and
respond to smaller relative wage or income differences than do the less
educated. *

For example, Table 1 shows the monotonic relation between

schooling and lifetime migration rates for both men and women in all but
one coterminous state

of Venezuela.

As a first step toward clarifying

the response of migration to wages across spacially distinct labor
markets, comparisons should be conducted within groups that are as homo-

*See, for example,
Caldwell (1968, 1969), Lee (1970), Schwartz

(1971), and DaVanzo (1972). In Venezuela circa 1961, lifetime migration
rates increased in all 21 states, without exception, for men and for
women, as educational attainment increased (across four classes)
(Schultz, 1975, Table 1, p. 29).
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Table 1
g
Percen tage of Venezu elans 7 Years and Older in 1961, Not Curren tly Residin
in Their State of Birth, by Sex and Educat ional Attainm ent: The
Sum of Gross Lifetim e Out-Mi gration

Women

Men
No

Code

Schoolin g

State

Some
PriI:1ary

Some
Seconda ry

Some
Higher

No
Schoolin g

Some
Prkary

Some
Seconda ry

So!!:e
Higr.er

01

Federal Distric t

17.26

20.44

28.85

42.25

16.96

19.81

27.45

30.80

02

Anzoate gui

15.21

24.97

59.50

83.91

16.00

25.49

47.48

81.58

-03

Apure

•17.86

32.31

77 .85

95.17

20.43

35.18

73.23

97.80

04

Aragua

22.18

28.80

52.67

83.22

25.75

29.45

45.88

72.00

05

Barinas

13.21

23.03

67.81

86.27

16.14

26.15

62.27

92.54

06

Bol!var

13.34

22.81

58.95

81.78

16 .52

27.55

56.28

80.97

07

Carabob o

18.50

24.49

43.42

64.27

21.52

26.19

37.09

67.24

08

24.50

39.28

62.23

87.59

30,20

40.54

56.56

100.00

29.34

37.20

56.69

79,35

27.80

30.46

!,/,.., 1

09

Cojedes
,
Falcon

59.59

10

Guarico

17.06

30.00

60.21

82.70

20.96

32.39

47.76

93.55

26.70

30.51

46.26

70.76

24.76

26.19

34.25

19.57

36.04

65.57

74.51

23.20

37.73

51.14

66.80

12

Lara
,
Merida

71.10

11

Miranda

28.60

41.81

56.28

49,21

34.21

42.90

47.91

58.30

13

Monagas

18.72

34.63

63.67

85.90

22.03

34.97

50.21

90.70

14
15

Nueva Esparta*
10.92

22.75

57,26

83.33

13.86

25.64

84.06

Portugu esa

50.00

16

41.15

69.47

86.57

25.00

39.36

89.46

Sucre

23.50

56.03

17

29.95

62.35

84.46

22.71

32.19

89.95

Tachira

16.82

48.68

18

28.77

40.73

67.62

85.50

29. 77

54.47

91.63

Trujillo

39.31

19

29.41

43.14

12.11

91.09

34.46

50.07

87.23

Yaracuy

44.06

20

9.78

29,92

42.13

4.86

9.32

48.07

Zulia

5,25

27.29

21

,

study
Neuva Espart a, a small island of 89,492 person s, is exclude d from th-is
ent
Depend
l
Federa
and
Delta
o
Amacur
,
for.a variety of reasons , as are the Amazon
Territ ories.

,t

Source :

T. p. Schultz , 1975.
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geneous as possible with respect to educatio n, sex and age. * This is not
to deny the existenc e of substitu tion possibi lities in producti on among
age, sex, and educatio nal groups in most contexts , but without initial

ly

holding constant for these basic attribut es of labor force compos

ition and product ivity, differen ces in wage and employment conditio ns
may only reflect composi tional differen ces in the labor force across
regions and will not have a bearing on incentiv es for migratio n.

With

more understa nding of the migrato ry response of homogeneous groups,
empiric al estimati on of "cross-w age effects" should be feasible , that is,
how wages of one group affect_ the migrato ry behavior of another.

Eventua lly, substitu tion possibi lities in producti on across homogen eous
groups should also be estimab le and progress could be made in specifyi ng
regiona l derived demands for labor.
An obvious explana tion for the lack of studies that disaggre gate

migratio n by age, sex and educatio nal attainme nt, is the scarcity of
associa ted employment and wage data for these economic and demogra phic
division s of the populati on.

This gap is empiric al research adds to

the promise of investig ations based on individu al data files that con
tain the above minimum necessa ry informa tion and generall y much more
valuable detail.

One major, and as yet unresolv ed, problem in using

individu al records for the analysis of migratio n is "select ivity bias"
or the inabilit y to infer without bias from cross sections what opportu n-

*Since it is assumed that compara ble labor is paid differen t wages in
differen t sectors of the economy in many models of the developm ent process ,
it is surprisi ng how little firm evidence appears to exist on the quanti
tative importan ce of such "dual labor markets" and their institut ionally
maintain ed factor price distorti ons between rural and urban, craft and
modern, informa l and formal sectors of a low income economy.
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ities the migrant has foregone at origin, and what opportunities the
nonmigrant might have expected at destination, if he had migrated.

On

the other hand, some information on labor markets that might be useful
in the study of migration are more likely to come from employers, such
as quit, hire, fire and tumover rates, and others are infrequently
available from surveys, such as the duration and frequency of unemploy
ment and intensity of job search activities.

Individual Statistics on Migration
Individual information on current and past residence, current
employment and eamings status, permits one to dispense with the crude
assumption underlying most aggregate analyses of migration--that the
potential migrant occupies a representative position in the aggregate
distribution of characteristics that are thought to determine his
probability of migrating.

Even the seemingly weaker assumption that

the migrant retains his relative position in the size distribution of wages,
etc. as he shifts from origin to destination need not be realistic.
This procedure is likely to overstate the realizable gains
a typical rural-urban migrant in most low income countries.

for

On average,

migrants are positively selected, under most circumstances, and they
therefore exhibit above average education and earnings when compared
with populations at origin.

Conversely, it does not seem implausible

that, without experience at destination which is typically a more urban
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and skill intensive sector of the economy than at origin, migrants
suffer at least a temporary disadvantage upon arrival in the destination
job market when compared with other workers having the same educational
qualifications, age, and sex.
On the other hand, the reverse pattern may arise due to a negative
selectivity

of migration.

Tolley's (1970) study of recent U.S.

experience suggests that the least educated are displaced from agri
culture by the competitive pressures of allocating efficiently the con
tinuous stream of improved new inputs and techniques.

Conversely, in

developing areas where the agricultural sector has exhibited relatively
little change in inputs or techniques, rewards for

educated skills

and innovative and entrepreneuria l talents are probably greater in
urban than in rural activities.

Positive selectivity among rural-

urban migrants is consequently common.
may also arise in low income countries.

Negative selectivity in migration
Lipton (1976) shows evidence

of a bimodal distribution of migrants from rural Indian villages with
lower class landless being displaced short distances by agricultural
changes,whereas higher class youth being sent long distances to acquire
education and better jobs.

Both negative and positive selectivity

are seen in these disparate groups of Indian migrants.

Fragmentary

evidence on interregional migration in low income areas leads me to
expect that, as in Venezuela (Table 1), the positive selectivity of
migration outweighs the negative, given the evolving distribution of
opportunities and returns to education in the urban and rural sectors
of most developing areas.

A shift in development priorities that

reduced the bias toward urban interests, and introduced a stream of new
inputs and techniques into modernizing agriculture could, of course,
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change this selective pattern of migration in the future.
Individual data can be used to reduce some of these sources of
aggregation bias, but forms of "selectivity bias" will persist.

I

assume here that they are of a second order of magnitude. * My goal is
to estimate real wage and employment opportunities that a migrant
could anticipate encountering in each region of a country, explicitly
allowing for job opportunities to improve with duration of residence.
Opportunities also probably differ according to the migrant's region
of origin, since quality of schooling and relevance of vocational
skills would differ across regions and consequently benefit or handi
cap some migrants more than others.

Estimated real wage and employment

rates could be multiplied to obtain average real earnings at origin and
destination, and the discounted sum of these earnings streams could
then become arguments in a migration decision function (Sjaastad, 1962).
But attitudes toward unemployment and risk could perhaps be better
understood if both of these arguments, the wage and the employment
probability, entered separately in migration function. ** If both the

*There are at least two sources of selectivity bias that are not readily
eliminated from such an empirical exercise. First, persons who migrate are
different from those who do not, for no other reason than that they nonrandomly
chose to migrate. Stratifying by age, sex, and educational attainment reduces
the differences between migrants and nonmigrants, but is not likely to elimin
ate it completely. Probably there remains some positive selectivity, and there
fore, the fortunes of migrants are better than nonmigrants might reasonably ex
pect to have were they to migrate. Second, those persons observed in the labor
force are not a random sample of all persons of that age, sex, and educational
attainment group. They might be recipients of higher wage offers than those not
in the labor force, and therefore this exercise would attribute to all potentia]
migrants (potential participants and nonparticipants) an upward biased wage offe
** Urban unemployment may play a role governing the rate of rural-urban
migration, where urban wages are inflexible downward and urban jobs must be
rationed (Todaro, 1969). The Todaro assumption warrents more explicit
empirical testing than it has received. The expected income (utility) hy
pothesis invoked to allow the evaluation and calculation of expected present
values implies restrictive behavioral assumptions that need not be imposed
in modeling migration.
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wage and emplo ymen t funct ions are estim ated in semi
-loga rithm ic form,
their sum is the logar ithm of "expe cted incon ie."

Cons equen tly, it is

strai ghtfo rwar d to test wheth er the "expe cted incom
e" hypo thesi s is
stric tly cons isten t with obser ved migr ation beha
vior.

It seems desir 

able, there fore, to explo re empi rical ly how migra
nts trade -off the wage
level again st the prob abili ty of obtai ning a job
at desti natio n, and
where data are suffi cien tly rich, how this trade
off chang es over vario us
time horiz ons.

PARALLEL SPECIFICATION OF REGIONAL EMPLOYMENT AND
WAGE FUNCTIONS
Rathe r than estim ate a singl e semi -loga rithm ic earni
ngs funct ion as
elabo rated by Minc er (1974 ), there is reaso n in
the study of migr ation
and labor mark ets in gene ral to estim ate both a
real wage rate funct ion
and an hours (or week s) worke d funct ion for each
regio nal labor mark et.
Both of these wage and emplo ymen t funct ions are
treat ed as reduc ed forms ,
where both depen dent varia bles are expre ssed in
logar ithms and the same
right -h-an d-sid e varia bles appea r in each equa tion.
In certa in circu m
stanc es, the emplo ymen t funct ion migh t be viewe d
as a labor suppl y
func tion, but a more comp lex inter preta tion is proba
bly justi fied in which
time not work ing may be devot ed to job searc h or
odd jobs in the infor mal
secto r.
Though the spec ifica tion of these funct ions migh
t depen d on the
insti tutio nal setti ng in a parti cula r coun try, as
well as the avail able
data, a hypo theti cal exam ple illus trate s how I migh
t initi ally explo re
labor mark et data.

The two labor mark et funct ions would be estim ated

over k indiv idual s sepa ratel y withi n each sex and
educ ation group (j) in
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each region (i) of a country, as follows:

,:,n
~
+ m=S
= 5. ·o
l.J
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..k + 5.l.J·3x· .k + 5ik4x ...
l.J
.
l.JK

I:n
+"'=5
...-

s:
R
v.l.Jm
•
• .mk
l.J

. (2)

where Wand Lare the real wage rate and the units of time worked,
respectiv ely, A and A2 are calendar age and age squared (or some transform such as years since end of schooling , or preferabl y actual years
of work experienc e), X and x 2 are proposed to capture the nonlinear ef
fect of years of experienc e in the destinatio n region i, in its quadratic
form) and the R's are n-4 origin region dummy variables represent ing
the quality of schooling , perhaps.

Parsimony in specifyin g and parameter 

izing such wage and employmen t functions would, of course, depend on the
extent and form of data at hand.

Hierarchc al

F ratio tests could be

applied to test for coefficie nt equality across origin regions, or even
education and sex groups, in an effort to reduce the number of parameter s
estimated .

Having adopted this parallel semi-log specifica tion, the

relative effects of any right-han d-side variable on total expected earn
ings

is directly obtained by sunnning the respectiv e parameter estimates ,

i.e. a ..

l.J •

+ o..•
l.J •

The purpose of estimatin g these wage and employmen t functions by
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migratory status is to obtain predicted values for the labor market
conditions. in all regions.

These predicted values conditional on the

individual's age,sex, education, etc. should be relevant to the
decision whether he migrates from his origin region to the specified
potential destination region.

If individual migration decisions are

independent of each other, the mean proportion migrating or gross
migration rate is a maximum likelihood estimator of the migration
probability •. Such rates could be obtained from aggregate data sources
as before, or by tabulation of a survey or census.

But if these rates

are based on small enough subpopulations, their instability may neces
sitate the use of a more efficient estimation procedure that weighs
observations accordingly.

If individual data are used directly, the

dependent variable in the migration function becomes dichotomous. The
form of a statistical model that might be useful for estimating the
migration function itself is discussed in section IV.
The empirical exercise proposed above requires a considerable
amount of work and it has not, to my knowledge, been performed in a low
income country. * The intermediate products pertaining to the regional
distribution of wage and employment opportunities would be informative,
adding substantially to our understanding of the sources of personal
income inequality that are rooted to regional factor market differences.
Also, I would hazard the guess that, the second stage of analysis dir
ected to explaining migration would yield quite different migration

*I received after writing this paper a study by Davanzo (1976) that

performs a similar exercise with U.S. data, but she proceeds much further
in refining issues relating to the husband's and wife's joint interest
in family migration.
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response parameters than thos2. we .;.rtS accustomed to in aggregate studies.
The next section deals with the empirical specification of the migration
probability function.

! .
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III.

Empirical Specification and Economic Hypotheses
Since migration requires resources and time to realize a new set

of employment and consumption opportunities, it is often treated as an
investment opportunity.

For ranking and choosing among investments, it is

appealing to surrnnarize the associated costs and returns over time as an
internal rate of return or present (discounted) value.

But the traditional

problems of thus ranking physical capital investments are at least as severe

when these summary approaches are applied to human capital investments,
particularly migration.
The gestation period of a human capital investment can be a crucial
feature in its attractiveness, and yet plays no distinct role in the above
sunnnary measures.

The importance of time phasing of inputs and outputs can

be attributed to imperfections in the human capital market that largely

necessitate self financing, and the inability of investors to diversify
commitments to reduce risk, since only one choice of ~igration destination
can be pursued at a time.

These features of migration help to explain the

prevalence of "stepwise" patterns of migration noted since the Industrial
Revolution (Ravenstein, 1885), widespread networks of relatives and extended
family that facilitate and mobilize capital for migration in some societies.
and the relative infrequency of return migration where substantial costs
of relocation and job search are incurred initially by migrants.
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Risk is a dominant element in the migration decision, for which
measures are imperfect and possibly misleadin g.

There is not only the risk

of pecuniary failure, that would weaken the incentive to any investor, there

is also the uncertain ty of how fundament al changes in the migrant's mode of
life ar.d opportun ities will change· his values and family attachmen ts.

both

risks might restrict a youthful migrant's access to family savings, though

I suspect the altruisti c obligatio ns that character ize the family assure that
the extended family is the primary source of monetized investmen t funds used

in migration .

Changes in lifestyle might reasonabl y be disquietin g to the

migrant's elders, but the ability to bequeath these locationa l "benefitsi r
to heirs makes migration unusual as a clear source of intergene rational
externali ties.

Whatever summary measure of gain or return is associate d

with migration , it will be a very partial measure of tlE expected psychic,
pecuniary and opportun ity costs and benefits, appropria tely adjusted for
risk.
Relative or Absolute Differenc es in Earnings
There is no unambiguo us logic known to me that implies migration responds
to either the differenc e or the ratio of earnings.

It is simple to show,

however, that this specifica tion choice could depend on whether direct costs
or opportuni ty costs of time are the primary deterrent to migration (Davanzo,
1972).

Neglectin g constnapti on benefits from migration , the present value of

migrating from region i to j can be expressed :

(1)

where Wjt and Wit are the earnings opportun ities available to the potential
migrant in period tin region j and i, respectiv ely, n is the retiremen t age
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minus the migrant's· current age, r is a constant discount rate, and Cij'

Pij and Tij are the direct, pcy~nic, and time costs, respectively, of
migrating from i to j, all of which are assumed to be incurred in the initial
period.

Time costs are valued, in this example, at the initial period origin

wage.

For simplicity it.is assumed that regional wages do not vary over
time and age, t=l, ••• n; the internal rate of return, r*, is then defined
as that discount rate that equalizes the present value of current costs and
annuity benefits.
C..
l.J

+

Pi.
J

+ T..Wi = (W.-W.)/(r * (1-r *) -n )
l.J
J

(2)

l.

Abstracting from the finiteness of the working life by letting n approach
r * = (Wj-W.)/(C .. +P .. +T .. W.L
l.

l.J

l.J

l.J

00 ,

(3)

l.

If migration costs were only opportunity costs of foregone earnings during
the period of relocation and job search, Cij

c

Pij = 0,

(4)

the migration functi~n might have as its argtnnents the ratio of wages minus
one, and the reciprocal of the time units foregone by migration.
However, if direct and psychic costs were the only costs of migration,
and they were unrelated to origin or destination wages, i.e., Tij=O, then the absolute
difference in earnings might be an argument in the migration decision function as well
the reciprocal of the direct costs:
r * = (1/(C .. +P .. ))(Wj-W.).
l.J

l.J

(5)

l.

In both cases,rhe internal rate of return is expressed as a product
of the arguments representing the cost and benefit components; actual specifica
tions of these terms would, of course, depend on the nature of available data,
but the rationale for a logarithmic specification of the migration decision
fl.lllction is clear in both (4) Rnd (~).
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The proxy usually available for costs is that of distance from i to
j, which leaves much to be desired.

And though direct costs, Cij and Pij'

is ·probably a well-behaved monotonic function of distance, the link to
opportunity costs, TijWil' is unclear.

To approximate regional differences

in Tij one needs added information on job turnover and an explicit model
of how jobs are allocated.
Private Internal Rates of Return to Migration

In contrast with the literature estimating earnings functions
(Mincer, 1974), estimated parameter values associated with a migration
function do not obviously tell one, even approximately, the internal rate
of return to migration.

But at a more descriptive level the relative

standard devision (of the logarithms) of earnings across regions indicates
the average magnitude of gains available to migrants in terms of time costs.
Recall that the time costs in equation (4) determining the internal rate of
return reflects the years of foregone earnings, valued at origin real wages,
expended to progress to the destination real wage level; Tij is then not a period
of total unemployment, but more accurately a.discounted integral of time

during which the
unemployed (actual W = 0) and "underemployed" (W t < W.),
J
t
migrant gradually closes the gap between his earnings and the "equilibrium"

level received by long term (X year) resident at destination:
~

T .. =

lJ

where y

J

t=O

(W. - W ) (l+y)-t dt,
J

(6)

t

is a rate of time preference.

In these simplified terms, interregional relative variation in wages
within education, sex, and age groups
returns available to migrants.*

*Many

is one measure of disequilibrium

For example, Tables 2, 3, and 4 present

additional productive attributes of a labor force might differ across
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comparati ve statistic s on wages and mieration across regions for the United
•·

State~ and Ven~zuel~ . As observed earlier, migration no~ably increases with
education al attainmen t.

Despite the tendency for interpers onal relative

variation in earnings to increase with education al attainmen t, *
regional relative variation in earnings diminishe s.

the inter-

For example, males with

some primary schooling in Venezuela report an interregi onal relative variation
in wages of .22 in 1961 (Table 3).

With a log normal distribut ion of regional wages,

represent ative potential migrant residing in a state with an average level of
wages would find about 16 percent of the alternati ve regions offering him a
wage at least 22 percent greater than he currently receives.

For males with

some secondary schooling , a similar fraction of alternati ve regions would
yield at least a twelve percent gain, and for those with some higher education , a
corµp~rabl y common gainwoul d b-e less than ten percent.

If the time costs needed

to obtain these destinati on average earnings streams were equivalen t to one
year, these percentag e gains would also be approxim ately

return.

internal rates of

**
The empirical regularit y of declining relative returns to migration

regions and explain interregi onal earnings iifferent ials. As noted in the
discussio n of estimatin g wage and employment functions , other variables such
as ability or quality of schooling belong in these reduced form equations . The
hazard of controlli ng for other characte ristics is that they will be, to a greater
degree, endogenou s 8nd hence bias other estimates , or that they become so collinear
with each other that individua l parameter s and their statistic al significa nce
lose reliabili ty.

*

For the U. s. see Mincer (1974) and Schultz (1971). Evidence from other
countries is widely scattered with some exception s being found within narrow
advanced specialit ies, for example, in Netherlan ds. But across general
education al classes with no less than five years working e.~perienc e, the
tendency for relative variance to increase with education seems common.
·-k-kQne might expect that regions with very different wages would also tend to be
separated by greater distances , or have other counterv ailing factors responsib le for
some portion of the wage gap. Another approach to estimatin g internal rates of return
from wage relatives might be to seek to explain this relative variation , and regard th<
standard deviation of the residual in such a model as a measure of unexplain ed regional
variation that might warrant interregi onal migration . The residual in this wage model
might then be entered as an argument in a migr~tion decision function.
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Tab le 2
and 5 Yea r Mig rati on Rate s
Lev el and Var iati on in Male Inco mes
Age 25-2 9 in the Un it e d S tate s 1960, among div isio ns
(Ar ithm etic Wei ghte d)
Non whi te
Whi te
Star.c:2.rd
Means
Stan d:ir d
Means
Exp ecte d
Dev iati on
Dev iati on
Fam ily inco:::e ($/y r)
by Yea rs of Edu cati on

1859

520

1553

630

0 - 4 yea rs
5 - 7 yea rs

3138

598

2122

637

3871
4440

576

2440

575

8 ,-years

460

536

5175

393

2733
3413

4980

325

3479

766

5880

337

4341

497

11. 2

6.02

8.83

8. 37

9 - 11 yea rs
12 yea rs
13 - 15 yea rs
16+ yea rs

663

Gro ss
Mig rati on Rate

1955-1960
by Yea rs of Edu cati on
8. 64

0 - 4 yea rs

5 - 7 yea rs

ll.6

13.4

8 yea rs

14.0

14.0

9 - 12 yea rs

15.3
17. 8

13.3
13. 9

24.5

17. 4
26. 9

12 yea rs
13 - 15 yea rs
16+ yea rs

---

f

Sou rce: DaVnn~o, 197 2, tnb le 9

37.1

10.9

11.1
12. 6

15.4

16. 9

18. 5

21. 7

23. 8

30. 6

30. 2

15.6
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Table 3

Levels and Variation in :t-1.:ile Wage and Lifetime
Migration Rates in Venezuela in 1961 anong
Coterminous States

Logari th.'Ilic

Arithmetic
Means

Standard
Deviation

Means

Standard
Deviation

No Schooling

368

145

5. 84

• 345

Some ?rimary

558

118

6.30

• 220

Sone Secox,dary

1629

201

7. 39

• 120

Some Higher

6119

530

8. 71

• C96

No Schoo ling

1.03

2. 26

-1.43

1. 7:.

Some Primary

1. 61

3.39

-.808

1. 56

Some SE:econdary

3.03

6.57

-. 083

1.48

Some Higher

4.04

8. 62

.140

1.57

Monthlv Average
Wage Rates

~·

Lifetime Average
Migration Rates

~onmigration

R.:!.tCS

No Schooling

80.4

6.63

4.38

.082

Some Primary

69,7

8. 51

4. 24

• 121

Some Secondary

42.4

12. 3

3. 71

• 276

Some Higher

23. 7

15.4

2. 97

• 590

Source: Schultz, 1975, table 4.
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Table 4
Levels and Variation in Female Wage and
Lifetime Migration Rates in Venezuela
in 1961 among Coterminous States

Logarithmic

Arithmetic
Monthly Average
Wage Rates

Means

No Schooling

Standard
Deviation

Means

Standard
Deviation

251

79. 7

5.48

• 297

Some Primary

347

47. 2

5.84

.143

Some Secondary

912

79. 2

6. 81

• 085

Some Higher

1574

7. 36

• 084

138.

Lifetime Average
Migration Rates
No Schooling

1.17

2. 69

-1. 52

1. 93

Some Primary

1.63

3.70

-1. 03

1. 74

Some Secondary

2.63

5.62

-.434

1. 65

Some Higher

6.30

.496

1. 61

12. 7

Nonmigration Rates
No Schooling

77. 8

7. 08

4.35

.091

Some Primary

69. O

8.23

4. 23

• 117

Some Secondary

51.9

10.8

3. 93.

• 221

Some Higher

22. 6

17. 7

2. 90

• 807

Source: Derived from Venezuelan Census of 1961 according to methods reported in
Schultz~ 1975.
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with education al attainmen t in both countries confims the notion that there
are important earnings differenc es across individua ls in the market for human
capital •

Yet it is still consisten t with the working hypothesi s that individua ls,

within their capital constrain ts, equalize the return they require from alternativ e
human capital investmen ts.

In a normal long run equilibriu m, the marginal rate

of return to human capital is thought to diminish for an individua l as the
quantity invested is increased .

Though this relations hip is not necessari ly

observed in a reduced form earnings function estimated across individua ls
(Becker, 1975), it is noted in many countries that estimated "returns" to
schooling are lower for higher levels of education*.
The magnitude of returns to migration diminish by 72 percent for
both men and women in Venezuela , from those with no schooling to those with
some higher schooling ; the approxima te decline in returns to migration between
the extreme education classes of males age 25-29 in the U.S. is about 80
percent for whites and 71 percent for nonwhites .**

But the puzzle remains

of why the educated migrate more frequentl y although they appear thereby to
derive smaller rates of returns on their time investmen ts.
hypothese s warrant study:

At least two

the enhanced ability of better educated to process

informati on and thus reduce either the risk premium required to undertake
migratiqn or the time required to make the change of jobs, or both, or the
increased access to investabl e funds among the better educated which, perhaps
because of family backgroun d, encourage s them to invest more in human
capital formation ,

lowering

the marginal return they find acceptabl e.

*There are many exception s, however. It has been suggested that where institu
tionally inflexibl e supply bottlenec ks have created a scarcity of the highly
trained and demand condition s have expanded rapidly, such as in contempor ary
Brazil, earnings dispariti es have widened and large rents raise the returns to
higher education .
**In the study by DaVanzo (1972) the standard deviation of the logarithm s
of earnings is not reported; the approxima tion used here is simply the ratio
of the arithmeti c standard deviation to the arithmeti c mean.
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Expected Income Hypothesis
In the Harris-Todaro (1970) model of migration, it is assumed that
potential migrants behave a.s though they maximized their expected earnings,
defined as the product of their expected wage rate, and their preceived
probability of finding employment, expressed over time and discounted to
present values.

In determining who gets the available urban jobs, it is assumed

· that all job seekers have an equal chance, and consequently,e){pected employment
in each period is one minus the average unemployment probability.

Stiglitz

(1972) shows that the same expression holds for the expected urban wage in
the absence of urban growth for either the queuing model, in which individuals
are hired in the order of urban arrival, or the random selection-poisson
model, in which individuals are hired irrespect:h,,e of their arrival times.
In a migration function in which the explanatory variables are expressed
in logarithmic form, the expected earnings hypothesis implies that the coeffi
cients on the logarithm of the wage rate and on the logarithm of the employment rate should be identical.* This is, of course, a s~vere empirical test
of the expected income hypothesis.

Nonetheless, the adequacy of the data

or model may be questioned if the destination employment rate coefficient
is not positively and significantly associated with migration.
On the other hand, a number of factors might explain a tendency for
the coefficient on the employment rate to exceed the coefficient on the wage
rate.

Fields (1975) has identified several such factors, in explaining why

the large gap between urban and rural wages has not contributed to even greater
urban unemployment.

First, a rural resident may have some positive probability

of obtaining an urban job without first migrating to the city and incurring

* Replacing

the wage and employment variable with its product, an For likelihood
ratio test can be performed to test the restriction of coefficient equality on the
two variables. Regression studies of migration, though often in double log specifi
cation, consider the unemployment rate and not the employment rate, as implied for
this simple test of the Harris-Todaro formation.
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opportunity and real costs in job search.

Second, "unemployed u urban workers

1118.Y find low paying jobs in the tra~itional urban sector, which do not bar
them from searching for a better job, but which reduce the opportunity costs
of effective job search and lower the rate of urban open u.:.employment.

Third,

turnover of urban jobs can affect the equilibrium level of unemploymen t, as
can modified forms of queuing or preferentia l treatment in hiring.

Risk

. aversion, which is neglected in the expected income llk)del, may also play a role

if migrants emphasize more heavily the probability of employment than the
expected wage rate in the modern sector when employed.

All of these modifica

tions to the expected wage hypothesis imply that the empirically estimated
migration tradeoff between the employment probability and the expected urban
wage rate at destination will exceed unity.
Uncertainty , Job Turnover and Allocation
The strict Harris-Toda ro expected income formulation neglects information on the
period of job turno~er or the duration of unemployment or the manner in which the
job seeker responds to uncertainty in the labor market.

Where more information

is available on the functioning of region~l labor markets more satisfactor y
and rigorous testing of models of migration should be possible.

Fields and Hosek

(1975) have proposed a framework for interpreting turnover that characteriz es the
job allocation mechanism as a first order Markov

process, where the probability

of being hired if unemployed and fired if employed are expected to be constant over
time.

Applying this model to migration, the expected earnings gained from migration

is a function of W[P ue /(r+P ue + Peu)](l+r)/r, rather than .
as in the Harris-Toda ro (1970) model W(l-U)/r, where r is the discount rate,

W the real wage gain in urban compared with rural employment, Uthe urban
unemploymen t rate, and Peu and Pue are the probabiliti es of being fired if
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empl oyed and of bein g hire d if unem ploy ed
duri ng the refe renc e peri od,
resp ecti vely . Clea rly, the two form ulati
ons are the same when the curr ent
empl oym ent stat e does not influ ence the
prob abil ity of next peri od empl oyme nt,
i.e. P
ue = ·1 - Peu = Pee• Prox ies for thes e prob abil ities are draw n by
Fiel ds (197 6) from mon thly "lay offs " and
"new hire s" for SMSAs in an appl ication of the fram ewor k to inte rme trop olita
n US migr ation . Emp irica l appr oxim a
tion s for thes e conc epts in low inco me coun
tries are not like ly to be foun d
in stan dard data sour ces, but the form ulati
on coul d be a guid e for futu re
data gene ratin g effo rts aime d at unde rstan
ding the dete rmin ants of mig ratio n.
Asym metr y of Orig in and Des tina tion Con ditio
ns.
Add ition al cons ider atio ns sugg est that the
trea tmen t of empl oyme nt
cond ition s in orig in and dest inat ion regi
ons may be asym metr ic. Just as
the pote ntia l migr ant may anti cipa te that
he would enco unte r more than the
aver age unemployment rate of dest inat ion,
as a new arri val in the city , he may
equa lly well disc ount orig in unem ploy ment
, give n his exis ting job, esta blis hed
cont acts and fami ly ties . Con sequ ently ,
orig in employment coef ficie nts would tend
to
dist inct ly sma ller than dest inat ion empl
oyme nt coef ficie nts. This appe ars to
be imp licit in the Harr is-T odar o (197 0) form
ulati on wher e rura l empl oyme nt
prob abil ities are igno red or assu med equa
l to one.
As an illiq uid inve stme nt in the prod ucti
vity of the human agen t,
mig ratio n is undo ubte dly limi ted by imp erfe
ctio ns. in capi tal mark e.ts. The
inco me or wea lth of the pote ntia l migr ant
or his fami ly is like ly to augm ent
his supp ly of inve stab le fund s, and con tribu
te to lowe ring the retu rn he
requ ires to mig rate . This inve stab le-fu nds
effe ct of orig in wage vari able s
woul d offs et, to some degr ee, the orig in
wag e's rest rict ing effe ct on out
mig ratio n. Orig in wage vari able s may be
expe cted to rece ive, ther efor e, a

1

somewhat smalle r (negat ive) coeffi cient in absolu te value than
will the
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destin ation wage (posit ive). *
Anoth er common chara cteriz ation of migra tion involv es the selec
tivity
with which migran ts are drawn from their origin popula tion.

Lee (1966) conclu des

that when the oppor tunitie s of the destin ation region fuel the
migra tion
proces s, migra nts are positi vely select ed, which could imply
for our purpos es
that better educat ed migran ts should be relati vely more respon
sive to
destin ation variab les.

Conve rsely, when deteri oratio n in origin condit ions

sti~ul ates outmi gratio n, a negati ve selec tivity arises accord
ing to Lee,
which sugge sts relati vely greate r weigh t should be associ ated
with origin
condit ions in the migra tion of less educat ed groups .

To my knowle dge this

select ivity hypoth esis has not often been direct ly docum ented;
testin g for the
asymm etry or origin and destin ation effect s by educat ion level
is a start, though
it does not do justic e to the subtle dynamic consid eratio ns that
may be impor tant
in Lee's interp retati on of histor ical eviden ce.

Yet we would expect the positi vely

select ed highly educat ed migran t stream to respon d more sensit
ively to destin ation
effec ts,if Lee's reason ing is applic able.
Urban -Rural Sector s
The compa rabilit y of real wage rates and employment oppor tunitie
s in urban
and rural subsec tors is hard to achiev e with existi ng data from
low income
count ries.

Employment levels are report edly high in rural- agricu ltural region
s,

and lower in urban -indus trial region s.

Yet it is connnonly assumed that the major ity

of self-em ployed worke rs in agricu lture are less fully employ
ed throug hout the
year than such unrefi ned census data indica te (Turnham, 1971).

Moreo ver, the

greate r freque ncy of unmon etized payme nts in kind and lower prices
of food and
shelte r in the rural sector under state real

rural wage rates in compa rison

'lr'fhis argum ent is elabor ated by Davanzo (1972) and tested agains
t US inter
divisi onal ~roes Migra tion flm-?s. ~reenw ood (1071b , n. 259)
found rural origin
income effect s were even positi ve on Indian migra tion to cities
. I expect ed to
find in Venez uela that the capita l marke t constr aint would be
most freque ntly
bindin g in the case of the migra tion of the least educat ed.
There fore, the
ratio of destin ation to origin wage coeffi cients should be greate
st for this
group. This result was confirm ed (Schu ltz, 1975).
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with urban.

The prices of manufa ctured goods are, on the other hand, somewhat

cheape r in urban than in rural areas.

Withou t relativ e price indices and

confide nce in the compar ability of employment data in urban and rural
sector s,
wage

and employment equatio ns might be usefull y estimat ed for both urban and

rural sectors of each region.

Migrati on should also be disting uished by rural

and urban subarea s within a region if feasibl e.
School Enrollm ent Rates and Other Factors
Stratif ication of the migran t popula tion by sex and educat ional
attainm ent is essent ial to quantif y the diverse effects of schooli ng
on
migrato ry behavi or and to recogn ize explic itly the heterog eneity of labor.

In additio n, educat ional opport unities of a locatio n are often reporte d by
migran ts as an import ant reason for moving , either for their own access
to
improve d schools or for their childre n's access (Nelson , 1970).

Conseq uently,

school enrollm ent rates may be conside red as a measur e of the region 's
provisi on of public sector service s.

Public housing , health and other service s

may also influen ce destina tion choice of. migran ts, though evidenc e of
such
effects is as yet impres sionist ic.
Milita ry service , in many countr ies, shifts youth about the country , with
lasting effects on their subsequ ent mobili ty.
bound to oitaini ng higher educati on.

Migrat ion of youth is simila rly

And once the educat ional goal is achieve d

return migrat ion require s a decisiv e break with establi shed routine s.

All of

these factors have not yet been explic itly incorpo rated into econom etric
studies
of migrat ion though dissagg regatio n by educat ional attainm ent provide s
a startin g point for this analys is.
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The Rate of Natural Population Increase
One potentially important de.terminant of migration that is exogenous
from the individual's point of view but may be somewhat amenable to social
policy is the difference between regional birth and death rates.

Regional

differences in this rate of natural increase of the population stimulate
migration to the extent that these differences do not correspond with regional
employment growth.

Population growth has often been greater in rural areas

than in urban areas, and these rural areas have also experienced frequently
slower growth in derived demands for labor.

Consequently, both supply and

demand shifts have contributed to the disequilibrium among regional labor
markets.

The partial equilibrium framework adopted here interprets

employ

ment conditions as motivating individuals to migrate, but does not attet:tpt to
determine how these conditions were produced by shifts in regional derived
de:nands for labor and regional differences in natural increase in supplies of
labor.

Kuznets in his introductory essay to Population Redistribution and

Economic Growth, U. S. 1870-1950, concludes that "the effects of populaticn
increase are far less important than those of structural changes in the
economy 1 s productive system" (1964, xxv).

But in understanding contemporary

migration in developing countries, regional differences in population increase
may no longer be secondary to changes in the structure of production (Schultz,

1969, 1975).

Exploration of population growth effects on migration would seem

to require a broader general equilibrium approach to internal migration and

developraent.
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Can Migra tion and Destin ation Be Indepe ndent?
Before turnin g in the next sectio n to a stacis tical framew ork
for
the study of migra tion determ inants , the limita tions of the
depend ent variab le
and the ambigu ous meanin g of region al popu1 ation size requir
e discus sion.

•

The

depend ent variab le is the proba bility of migra tion from region
i to region j,
p

ij'

or given indepe ndence of indivi dual movement, a consis tent estima
tor of

this proba bility is the gross migra tion rate. *
1'1e longer the period over which migra tion is observ ed, the
more
seriou s are variou s measur ement proble ms.

Differ ential

morta lity among migra nts and nonmi grants can probab ly be neglec
ted except
perhap s for lifetim e migra tion rates.

The import ance of repeat and return

migra tion varies greatl y from settin g to settin g.

Inform ation on birthp lace,

which is the starti ng point for lifetim e migra tion data, may not
be the place
of perman ent reside nce, partic ularly where region al units are
small and
munic ipal hospi tals provid e mater nity servic es for disper sed
popula tions.

More

seriou s, howev er, is the measur ement error introd uced by the
passag e of time
over which concu rrent employ ment and wage condit ions may be
inadeq uately measu red.
Differ ences in the popula tion size of region s make

it diffic ult to infer

with confid ence what factor s cause region al rates of migra tion
to vary.

This will

be eviden t later when we search for a ration ale for the gravit
y formu lation for
the study of migra tion.

The norma lizatio n of migra tion to a proba bility or a

gross rate seems unavo idable .

Having specif ied an indivi dual migrat ion proba bility

functi on, no more diffic ulty attach es to aggreg ating over indivi
duals to obtain
a gross region al migra tion rate than is encoun tered in derivi
ng aggreg ate relatio ns
*Some studie s of gross migra tion rates appear to use in the denom
inator
the popula tion curren tly reside nt in the jth state. See for
examp le, Levy and
Wadyc ki, 1972a.
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in other areas of discrete consumer choice.*
Although origin and destination population size have long been interpreted
as determinants of migration flows (Carey, 1858-59) in the literature using
the gravity model, this presumption is not without its pitfalls.

For example,

many "gravity" studies account for past migration in terms of current
population size variables.**

Since migrants are counted in current destination

populations and excluded from current origin populations; a positive and
negative definitional correlation (bias) is introduced that distorts any time
ordered association between migration and population size variables.

This

bias can be particularly serious when migration is measured over substantial
periods, and in settings where migration is "efficient" or flows are predominantly
in one direction.***

By redefining population

size variables ex ante, as

the number of persons born in the region, this definitional bias can be removed
(Schultz, 1975) but there remains another, more subtle, bias that arises from
the persistence of interregional patterns of development and population growth.

~he case can be made for weighting aggregate observations according
to the size of the origin population to increase efficiency in estimation.
The differences in origin size are viewed as affecting the variance of the
observed regional migration rate, which is itself sampled from a particular time
period. Larger regions should exhibit less sampling variation in gross migration
rates over time, other things being equal, and therefore are weighted more
heavily in a generalized least squares estimation procedure. In practice, one
multiplies in the linear case all variables by the origin
population size (or the denominator in the dependent variable rate). Since
the appropriate weighting scheme differs between the gravity and logistic
models, unweighted estimates also are· attractive (Cox, 1970, p. 106-7). This
entails only a modest loss of efficiency given the large sample sizes, and
should not introduce bias (Theil, 1969).
**This would appear to be the procedure followed by Beals, et al. 1967;
Greenwood, 1969b, 1971; Levy and Wadycky 1972a, 1974; and Sahota, 1968, among others.
***Migration is called "efficient" if the net aigration flow from one
point to another is large relative to the sum of the gross migration flows occuring
in both directions. In low income countries, migration tends to be more efficient
(unidirectional), particularly among the less educated. See related discussions
by Lee, 1970; Sjaastad, 1962, Schwartz, 1971.
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Frequently populous regions are so populated because they contained
early centers of commerce, industrialization, and urbanization, and subsequently
attracted a net inflow of migrants.

When one observes migrants continuing

to gravitate toward more populous regions, at least in most low income countries
today, this may not be due to the larger numbers of persons in the destination
regions, as implied by the gravity model, but only a persisting reflection
of the omitted or imperfectly measured economic variables pertaining to
regional growth that continue to influence migration.*

The regions with

large populations once had the prerequisites to amass a large population, and
these advantages appear to be eroded slowly, if at all, by the development
process.

Caution must be exercised, therefore, in interpreting the coefficient

on the destination population size variable for it may reflect a "size effect"
or the effect of many omitted regionally persistent variables.

An improved

dyaamic approach to migration flows over time and across regions will be re
quired to disentangle this ambiguity.**

N*In several studies the prior stock of migrants has been considered as a
determinant of current migration, using single equation estimation techniques.
The effect of this variable is rationalized in terms of information flows or the
effects of friends and family on migrant destination choice. But in this case,
even more clearly than with population size variables, the prior migrant stock
is an endogenous variable, and by not treating it with simultnneous equation
techniques, the migration· equation is seriously biased. Not surprisingly, the
prior mlgrant stock explains very well current migration flows_, in both the US
and Venezuela. See Nelson, 1959; Greenwood, 1969a and Levy and Wadycki, 1973.
.

~

.

~*--One way to test this hypothesis concerning tre appropriate interpre
tation of destination population size effects is to pool a time series of
cross-sections on interregional migration. The disturbance in the estima~ed
migration equation could then be partitioned into a region specific and random
component using the procedure first proposed by Balestra and Nerlove (1966).
My expectation is that this more appropriate dynamic estimation approach
would "wash out" the effect of both destination and origin population size
variables. It would also, in all likelihood reduce the magnitude of
coefficients on other variables that are highly serially correlated overtime
in the cross section. See Schultz, 1973.
-
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IV.

A Statistic al Model
My objective is to specify a set of relations hips that describe how

the mutually exclusive and exhaustiv e probabil ities of migration , including
the outcome of not migrating , depend on a set of condition ing variables .

One

model for such a phenomena is the polytomou s logistic or log linear model as
applied in bioassay for a number of years (Mantel, 1966; Cox, 1970) and more

recently in economics (McFadden, 1968; Theil, 1969; Nerlove and Press, 1973).

In particula r the applicati on of Domencich and McFadden (1976) to the study
of consumer choice among urban transpora tation modes is analogous to the
problem analyzed here.

They provide a theoretic al basis for studying

individua l choice among discrete alternativ es within the tradition al framework
of economic 'rational ity

and utility maximiza tion.

Differenc es among

individua ls in tastes or utility functions are posited in a stochasti c form,
providing an economic link between observed discrete choices individua ls make
and attribute s of the alternativ es and observabl e traits of individua l

decisionm aker.s.
An individua l is confronte d with n alternati ve location.:; in which

to reside, including his origin location (e.g. birthplac e) denoted by subscript
i.

The probabili ty that he resides in location

J

in a specific time period

is assumed to depend on a vector of weighted personal and regional character 
istics, z.. , as follows:
l.J

e

,

i=l, ... ,n
j=l, 111,n

(1)

where for each region of origin, probabili ties sum to one:
n
1 =

~

j=l

p

ij

i=l, •••

,n.

(2)
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_The odds ratio of any two probabilities implied by this specification is
independent of the characteristics of other (hence, irrelevant) locations•

.

Though this lack of differentia~ substitutabilit y or complementarity between
alternativa;may appear to be a shortcoming of the polytomous logistic model,
this functional specification provides a flexible and symmetric way to treat
multiple choice situations and implies a plausible, if not ideal, characterization of the determination of interregional migration.

*

A possible specification of Zij would be a linear function in

natural logarithms

tt

of (1) the pertinent characteristics of the origin and

destination regions, Xi and Xj, (2) the average distance between persons in
the two regions, D.. , and
l.J

(3) individual traits associated with susceptability

*

For example, on~ suspects that changes in the employment opportunities in
Baltimore influence the relative numbers of persons from Philadelphia migrating
to Washington, D. C. vis a vis New York City. The cross substitution effect
of Baltimore is probably greater on the Washington flow of migrants than on
the New York City flow. On the other hand, changes in opportunities in
Seattle might leave these specific flows relatively unchanged. How the
spatial organization of locations or the geographic spread of information
about locations affects patterns of migration is frequently discussed in
the literature, but this complication has not yet been resolved in a
convincing and empirically tractable way. Levy and Wadycki (1974a) have
recently attempted, in the context of a gravity model of migration, to
operationalize Stouffer's (1940) concept of "intervening opportunities" as
a determinant of interregional migration. In most low income countries there
are relatively few urban centers of growth with clear rural migration water
sheds. Complex heterogeneous interregional migration flows with substantial
cross substitution effects may be less of a problem, therefore, for the type
of analysis proposed here.
t t The logarithmic form of Z.. is preferred for several reasons.
First, the
expected wage hypothesis latefJ tested posits multiplicative interaction between
wage rates and employment rates which is readily translated into parameter
restrictions on the logarithmic variables. Second, if opportunity costs are
the major costs of migration, the ratio of expected incomes in two regions
approximates the return to migration between these regions (DaVanzo, 1972).
Third, the empirical literature on migration has generally fit double log
linear equations permitting more nearly direct comparisons. Finally, the
logarithmic form of Z.. explained more of the variance than other forms I
tried, such as a linelt form.

to migr ation , Yi.
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Where theo retic al guida nce on scali ng of Ys is limit
ed and

the effec t of a trait , such as educ ation , is thoug
ht to opera te in conju nctio n
with the Xs and Dij' strat ifica tion of the popu lation
accor ding to these trait s
is a reaso nable resea rch strat egy. Homo genei ty restr
ictio ns on param eter
estim ates acros s group s defin ed by such varia bles
as age, sex, and educ ation al
attai nmen t may then be teste d.

i=l, ••• ,n
j=l, ••• ,n
where a, 6 and Sk, yk for k=l, ••• ,Kar e the 2K

+

(3)

2 param eters of the migr ation

prob abili ty funct ion for each strat a of the popu
lation .

Rest rictio ns may be

consi dered to reduc e the number of indep enden t param
eters for estim ation .
Firs t, howe verj this frame work may be elabo rated
to allow for struc tural
diffe renc es that exist betwe en the proce sses deter
minin g wheth er a pote ntial
migr ant leave s his origi n locat ion, and if he does
migr ate, where he reloc ates.
The above "unif orm" spec ifica tion of migr ation as
a singl e integ rated
decis ion proce ss provi des one way for consi derin
g migr ation
prob abili ties, P .. , where i
l.J

I j, but negle cts comp licati ons that migh t arise

with nonm igrati on, name ly the occu rrenc e of P ..•
*
].].

*The re is first a probl em of meas urem ent. If all
regio ns conta in the same
area and popu latio ns, the nortm igran t prob abili ties
migh t be treat ed simpl y as
an addin g up cons train t, impli ed by equa tion (2).
But if regio ns diffe r in size,
relat ively large r ones would encom pass a relat ively
large r share of all chang es
in resid ence withi n their own boun darie s, augm enting
the frequ ency of measu red
nonm igrat ion. One antic ipate s, there fore, that
Ni origi n initi al popu lation (or
perha ps jobs or area) , would be posit ively corre
lated with nonm igrati on as a
conse quenc e of measu remen t conv entio ns, other thing
s being equa l. It shoul d be
noted , howe ver, that since unob serve d socio econo mic
deter mina nts of migr ation
may also be corre lated with such a "size " varia ble,
the measu remen t effec t allud ed
to here may be swamped by other corre lated past
and conc urren t varia bles. In
analy sis of Vene zuela n migr ation data it was found
that the param eter estim ate
for the regio ns "size " was not nega tive, as antic
ipate d, but posit ive and some
times stati stica lly signi fican t at conv entio nal
leve ls.
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A general "two stage" view of migration might assume all response

parameters in the process determining !!£!!migration are distinct, indicated

by asterisks:

(4)

i = 1, ••• ,n

whereas the Z.. for i # j are still determined according to equation (3).
l.J

Another modification to the migration model may be denoted the
"symmetry hypothesis", in which origin and destination conditions are thought
to exert equal bµt oppositeeffects (elasticities) on the probability of
migrat~on, namely~ =-yk, k = l, ..• ,K.

It follows that only the ratio of

origin to destination conditions then matter:
K

z.. = o· + !: ~kln (~i /~j) + olnD ..
l.J
l.J

(5)

k=l

i = 1, ... , n
j = 1, . .. , n
i # j

zii

= a*

i

=

1, .. . , n

(6)

Clearly, certain factors may be symmetric and others not; these may be tested as
restrictions on the estimated parameters.
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Estima tion

The uniform polytom ous logisti c model of migrat ion, summar ized in
ues
equatio ns (1), (2) and (3), can be estimat ed by maximum likelih ood techniq
based on individ ual or grouped data.

It has been shown that when the likelih ood

functio n for this model converg es to a maximum it will be a - unique maximum
(McFadden 1968; Nerlove and Press, 1973).

Inform ation on migrat ion frequen cies

can also be obtaine d from tabulat ions of large survey s or census es.

For those

and less
cells in which the expecte d migrat ion probab ility is greate r than zero
least
than one, the polytom ous logisti c model can be estima ted by ordinar y
squares .

In order to impose then adding up constr aints in equatio n

(2),

it is conven ient to express the migrat ion probab ilities as ratios.

The

.. ,can be used as the normal izing factor.
nonmig rant probab ility, P l.l.

Taking

tion
logarit hms of these probab ility or odds ratios, one o~tains the estima
equatio n that is linear in parame ters:
i

. ./Pii) = z.l.J. - zi.l.
ln (P l.J

=

1, ... ,n

j=l, ... ,n
i

'F

(7)

j

which become s for the."un iform model" :
K

ln (P .. /P.i)
l.J

i

~ ykln
= k=l

(x_J_/x_
-'k

.)

-'k 1

..
+ 6lnD l.J

(8)

ation
Tµus, aggreg ate estima tes of the uniform model provide . no direct inform
on a (no interce pt) or t,'s (origin effect s), and ration alize

a "syrran etric"

treatme nt of origin and destina tion conditi ons as ratios.
When nonmig ration is not restric ted to be a respon se to the parame ter
can be
vector alloca ting migran ts among destina tions, the "two-s tep" model
estima ted.

(9)
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Estimates of equation (9) permit a

test of the hypothesis earlier

advanced that migration should be approached as two separate decisions -- whether
and where to migrate.

Where one finds that the regression coefficients of

l ~ i are of approximately equal absolute value, but opposite sign, to the
coefficients of l ~ j ' one could impose the restriction of symmetry, replacing
the origin and destination variables with their ratio as in equation (5).
However, F tests of coefficients equality (Fisher, 1971), or likelihood ratio
tests for minimum likelihood estimators,would not actually test whether both
However,
incremental tests could be calculated for the hypothesis that a= a.
*
The ~'symmetry hypothesis" is implied, as o~served above, by the

uniform polytomous logistic model.

Moreover, the only change in the aggregate

estimation equation (8) when a distinct nonmigration parameterization is
assumed with symmetry is the addition of an intercept term, a - a.
*

Should

this intercept be negative, a tendency exists for nonmigration to occur more
frequently than predicted by the uniform model of migration.

The existence

of an "inertia-'' (negative) or "wanderlust" (positive )effect would seem to be

a suggestive distinction between the uniform and two-stage migration formulations.
Nested tree decision models may also be constructed that are consistent
with the logit formulation but seem particularly well suited to the study
of migration as a segmented process.

McFadden (1977) has shown that in

such cases it is possible to apply a moderate cost stepwise estimation pro
cedure, estimating by stages the conditional probabilities proceeding from
the final stage to the initial stage.

In the case of migration, polytomous

logit estimates are first estimated for the decision of destination condi
tional on migrating, and then second stage estimates are obtained by fitting
a binary logit model for whether migration or nonrnigration occurs.

The

performance of the uniform and the nested tree decision models can then be
compared in terms of likelihood ratios to determine goodness of statisti
cal fit.
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The Gravity Model 0£ Migration
Most empirical research on migration has applied some modification
of the "social interactions" (Cary, 1858-59) or "gravity-type" model of
Similarities and differences between the polytomous

interregional migration.

logistic and the "gravity" model should therefore be noted.

The gravity

framework presumes that aggregate gross flows of migration from one location
to another are directly proportional to the population in the origin and
destination, and inversely proportional to the distance between regions, and
perhaps conditional on other attributes of origin and destination, measured

as differences or ratios.

Z(.)

i=l, ••. ,n
j=l, ••• ,n
i:#j

(10)

where M.. is the gross aggregate number of migrants going from i to j, N. and
1

1J

N. are the number of persons initially residing in region i and j, Z(.) is a
J

migration function of other attributes·of region i and j including an intercept,
and g , g , and g are parameters.
2
1
3
Frequently g

1

is restricted to one and the gravity model is rearranged

to obtain an estimation equation where the dependent variable is the gross
migration rate. *
*An exception is Sahota' s (1968) study of Brazilian migration that
relies largely on double log regressions using as his dependent variable gross
lifetime migration flows among the Brazilian sta::es as recorded in the 1950
Census. Though he interprets his findings in terms of individual responsiveness
of migration to a host of variables, it is not clear how he can relate his
estimates to the micro economic beh~vioral model posited at the outset of his
investigation. Sahota's specification also contradicts the classical assumption
of homoscedastic disturbances in the regression equation, and since the origin
population size tends to be correlated with other determinants of migration,
bias as well as loss of efficiency occurs (Schultz, 1969). For these reasons·
no parallels are sought between his study of Brazilian migration circa 1950
and my investigation of Venezuelan migration (1975) as of 1961. Greenwood (1969b)
also analyzes gross flows in Egypt.
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i=l, ••• , n
j=l, .•• ,n
i'fj

(11)

logi stic para mete rs obta ined by
wher e a, bk' ck, and d, are analo gous to the
in the vect or of regio nal
leas t squa res, and Ni and Nj may be cont ained
the para mete rs obta ined from
~ttri bute s ~i and ~j· In this form ulati on
an indiv idua l migr ation prob abili ty
equa tion (11) can be inter pret ed in term s of
exce ed one.
mode l, altho ugh pred icted "pro babi litie s" may
migr ation vari es in
In addi tion, the grav ity mode l assum es that
n, in othe r word s, that the
prop ortio n to the size of dest inati on popu latio
inati on popu latio n size is cons tant;
elas ticit y of migr ation with resp ect to dest
one. * It is hard to deriv e from
some stud ies also rest rict this elas ticit y to
migr ation to dest inati on popu latio n
beha vior al assum ption s this resp onsi vene ss of
n and Bech dolt (196 9). It is diffi cul·
size , altho ugh this is attem pted by Nied ercor
aliza tion proc edur e as impl ied by the
to devi se an appr opria te test for this norm
time in the unex plain ed component of
grav ity mode l, beca use seri al corr elati on over
yield high and misl eadi ng corr elati on
migr ation (i.e. the distu rban ce) is like ly to
migr ation in a sing l~ cros s secti on.
betw een init ial popu latio n size and curr ent
of the infor mati on
Fina lly, the grav ity mode l does not make use

j

.r

igrat ion, P ; the n addin g up
cont aine d in the rela tive frequ ency of nonm
ii
logi stic mode l by means of equa tion
cons train ts that are inco rpor ated into the
grav ity mode l, but to my know ledge
(2) impl y resid ual estim ates of Pii for the
Vand erkam p, 1971 . Most
*See Greenwood 1971 (b) or in arith meti c form
ently , and gene rally obta in posi tive
appl icati onsJ howe ver, estim ate g 2 inde pend
; Levy and Wady cki, 1972 ab. 1974 ).
valu es of less than one (Bea ls, ec. al., 1967
rpre ting these estim ates.
But as note d late r, there are prob lems in inte
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· these have not been reporte d before.

*

It may be noted that the gravity formul ation, as estima ted by
(as in equatio n
equatio n (11), could yield similar estima tes to the logisti c model
the same
(8)), if the Pii were the same magnitu de for all i (i=l, ••• ,n), and
charac teristic s were specifi ed in the vector of determ inants ,~-

In the

ed, the
limit, as the unit of time diminis hed over which migrat ion is measur
s
~ii•s approac h one, and differe nces betwee n these two model specif ication

would tend to diminis h.

The observe d good "fit" of migrat ion data to the '

e
gravity model would tentati vely sugges t that the logisti c will also provid
as here,
a better fit to data when determ inant charac teristi cs are express ed,
in logarit hms, rather than in conven tional units.

2
The coeffic ient of determ ination (R ) is not immedi ately useful for
since
compar ing the fit of tile logisti c and "gravi ty" models of migrat ion,
(3) or
~
equatio
of
tes
estima
c
logisti
their depenu ent variab les differ. The
these
and
..
P
all
for
values
ted
(8) .can be readily ~onver ted ir.to predic
gravity
compared with then observe d values. Simila rly, estima tes ~f the
i=l~··· n,
...
P
for
tes
estima
implied
model obtaine d from equatio n (11), and the
1
ed
~ompar
be
can
l)
interva
one
to
(though not necess arily values on-the ·zero
fccm
derived
are
models
both
with observe d gross migrati on rates. Since
be the
logarit hmic esti~~ tion equatio ns, a plausib le criteri on for fit might
mean squared relativ e error.

*
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V. Conclusio n
This paper has reviewed several conceptua l, empirical and statistic al
problems with the framework commonly applied in the empirical study of in
ternal migration in low income countries .

Some of the specifica tion problems

discussed are sufficien tly serious that available parameter estimates are
not particula rly helpful, either in considerin g policies or in understan ding
underlyin g individua l behavior.

A priority in this field would therefore

seem to be to move toward a somewhat more satisfacto ry statistic al and em
pirical specifica tion of the migration function that would then be applied
more uniformly across countries .

Much richer character izations of the in

stitution al operation of labor markets will be required, and demands will
grow for new and better data.

A promising route for obtaining these multi

dimension al data is the household survey represent ing all national labor
markets.

The optimal degree of aggregatio n for final estimatio n, however,

may not be the individua l or family.

But the strong presumpti on of this

author is that the closer one gets to the individua l decision unit, the less
serious will be many of the problems discussed here.
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